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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

Bromine compounds, which have both anthropogenic and natural sources, cause 
about half of the chemical loss that results in the Antarctic ozone hole in the 
stratosphere. Low levels of ozone in the atmosphere’s lowermost layer, the 
troposphere, during the polar spring result from bromine released from melting sea 
ice and ‘frost flowers’. But it is also becoming evident that bromine produced by 
natural processes in the ocean can influence the composition of both the troposphere 
and the stratosphere. Much research is currently being devoted to understanding the 
sources and sinks of these organic bromine compounds, and their effects in the 
atmosphere. 

Bromine monxyde (BrO) is the most abundant bromine bearing inorganic trace gas 
during daylight. BrO columns have been monitored globally since 1996 by the GOME 
instrument onboard the ESA ERS-2 platform allowing to document the extent and the 
time evolution of inorganic bromine in both the troposphere and the stratosphere. 
Due to problems with tape storage on ERS-2, GOME lost its ability to provide global 
coverage. In order to ensure long-term monitoring of the atmospheric inorganic 
bromine content, it is of great importance to link GOME records to measurements 
from new satellites. SCIAMACHY, the successor of GOME, has been launched in 
2002 on the ESA ENVISAT platform. In the context of the ESA DUP II TEMIS project, 
a scientific BrO vertical column product has been developed at BIRA-IASB, based on 
the expertise previously developed with GOME processing. 

This document describes the algorithm used at BIRA-IASB to retrieve BrO total 
column amounts from the Level-1 SCIAMACHY nadir UV measurements. Ongoing 
work to validate this algorithm based on the use of correlative ground-based 
measurements is also addressed. The latest version of this document can be found 
on the BrO Archive Service website at http://www.oma.be/BIRA-
IASB/Molecules/BrO/index.html  

1.2 Acronyms and abbreviations 

 
AMF Air-Mass Factor 
BIRA-IASB Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy 
BrO Bromine monoxyde 
DOAS Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy 
DU Dobson Units 
DUP Data User Programme 
ENVISAT Environmental Satellite 
ESA European Space Agency 
GOME Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment 
KNMI Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
NDSC Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change 
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NRT Near-real-time 
SCD Slant Column Density 
SCIAMACHY SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric 
 CartograpHY 
SZA Solar Zenith Angle 
TEMIS Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service 
VCD Vertical Column Density 
 

1.3 Applicable documents 

[ADD] Algorithm Description Document: BIRA_BrO_ADD_v08r1.doc 
[PSD] Product Specification Document: BIRA_BrO_PSD_v08r1.doc 

 

1.4 Credits 

The BrO Data Service is set up and distributed as part of the TEMIS project 

       TEMIS -- Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service  

                      http://www.temis.nl/ 

by the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB, Brussels, Belgium). TEMIS 
is an ESA project lead by KNMI (De Bilt, The Netherlands) and funded within the 
DUP II programme. 

The following people at BIRA-IASB are involved in the generation of the 
SCIAMACHY BrO product: 
- Michel Van Roozendael, michelv@oma.be  
- Nicolas Theys, nicolast@oma.be  
- Isabelle De Smedt, isad@oma.be  
- Caroline Fayt, caroline@oma.be  

 

Furthermore the following people are aknowledged for discussions, suggestions, 
information and other help: 
- Claus Zehner  (ESA-ESRIN) 

- Rob Spurr  (RT Soluctions, Inc.) 

- Andreas Richter (University of Bremen) 
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2 Retrieval algorithm 

2.1 Method and software tools 

The technique used to retrieve BrO total vertical columns from SCIAMACHY 
measurements is the so-called Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) 
[Platt, 1994]. The DOAS method involves two main steps : a least-squares fitting for 
the effective slant column of ozone, followed by the computation of a suitable Air 
Mass Factor to make the conversion to the vertical column density.  

In DOAS fitting, the basic model is the Beer-Lambert extinction law for trace gas 
absorbers. An external polynomial closure term accounts for broadband effects: 
molecular scattering, aerosol scattering and absorption and reflection from the 
Earth’s surface. We also include additive spectra for Ring effect interference and for 
undersampling. The fitting model is then: 

0 *

0
ln ln( ) ( ). ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

N
j

g g j R U
g j

I I offset E R Uλ λ σ λ α λ λ α λ α λ
=

= − + Θ + − + +∑ ∑      (1) 

In this equation, Iλ is the earthshine spectrum at wavelength λ, 0Iλ  the solar reference 
spectrum, Eg(Θ) the effective slant column density of gas g along geometrical path Θ, 
σg(λ) is the associated trace gas absorption cross section. The second term in Eq. (1) 
is the closure polynomial of order N, with λ* a reference wavelength for this 
polynomial. The last two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (1) are the additive terms 
for the Ring reference spectrum R(λ) and the undersampling spectrum U(λ). The 
fitting minimizes the (weighted) least squares difference between measured solar 
spectra and the radiances corrected for atmospheric terms. The model in Eq. (1) is 
linear in the slant columns Eg(Ω), the polynomial coefficients {αk} and the Ring and 
undersampling scaling parameters αR and αU. Possible intensity offsets due e.g. to 
stray-light or imperfect dark-current correction are accounted for by fitting a non-
linear offset parameter. In addition shift and squeze parameters can be applied to 
improve wavelength registration of radiance spectra and absorption cross-sections 
against the solar reference spectrum. Shift and squeeze parameters can be either 
prescribed prior to the retrieval step, or included as fitting parameters which are then 
optimised within the least-squares process. Overall the fitting procedure is performed 
using a combined linear/non-linear least-squares algorithm that combines Singular 
Value Decomposition and Marquard-Levemberg approaches as described in Press et 
al. [1991]. Prior to the slant column fitting itself, the analysis also includes a 
wavelength calibration step which is based on a non-linear least-squares 
adjustement of the measured solar spectrum onto a reference solar atlas. This pre-
processing step is further described in the next section. 

The BIRA-IASB spectral fitting software (Windoas) has been written in 1997 in C 
language under the Windows operating system. More recently a command-line 
version has also been issued for Linux. The Windoas software is build around a 
convenient and powerfull user interface allowing for menu-driven configuration of all 
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analysis parameters. It also includes on-line vizualisation tools which allow easy 
control of the quality of the fitting results [see Fayt and Van Roozendael, 2001]. The 
software has been validated on a number occasions in the context of the BIRA-IASB 
participation to various intercomparison exercises as those organised in the context 
of the Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Changes [Vaughan et al., 1997 ; 
Roscoe et al., 1999 ; Van Daele et al., 2005].  

The second major component of the DOAS total column retrieval is the Air Mass 
Factor computation, which is needed to convert the effective slant column into the 
final vertical column. The concept of slant path and associated slant column is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 1 for the nadir-viewing geometry representative of 
SCIAMACHY observations. 

 

 

Figure 1. Geometry of the nadir observation showing schematically the paths of sunlight through 
the atmosphere, reflected by the earths surface and scattered in the atmosphere. Shown as thick 
red lines is the slant path of incoming sunlight on its way to the satellite. The footpoint F is the 
point on the earth surface the satellite is looking at. A part of the light reaching the satellite is 
reflected by the surface, while another part is scattered higher in the atmosphere. The thick blue 
line represents the vertical column at footpoint F. 

 

According to Figure 1, the spectrum measured by the satellite thus provides 
information on the trace gases along an effective light path through the atmosphere, 
which corresponds to the mean path of all photons collected by the spectrometer. In 
order to estimate this effective geometrical path, scattering by atmospheric particles 
and air molecules as well as a reflection by the earth surface (or clouds if any) must 
be accounted for.  

This is obtained through calculation of the so-called Air Mass Factor (AMF) which is 
defined by the ratio between corresponding slant and vertical column densities (AMF 
= SCD / VCD). AMFs are calculated using a model of the transport of the solar 
radiation through a multiple-scattering atmosphere. For the SCIAMACHY BrO total 
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column product, AMFs are calculated using a pseudo-spherical implementation of the 
DISORT model [Dahlback and Stamnes, 1991; Kylling, 1995].  

The definition used for calculation of BrO AMFs in this work is the classical one : 

log( / )nog g

vert

I I
AMF

τ
=  

where Ig is the radiance for an atmosphere including BrO as an absorber, Inog is the 
radiance for a BrO-free atmosphere and τvert is the vertical optical thickness of BrO. 

2.2 Wavelength calibration and slit function determination 

Accurate knowledge of the wavelength registration of the measured SCIAMACHY 
spectra is essential to enable proper wavelength grid matching with laboratory cross-
sections. In addition precise knowledge of the instrumental slit function is required 
when laboratory cross-section data sets have to be smoothed to the SCIAMACHY 
resolution. The convolution of laboratory data using inappropriate line shapes may 
result in poor DOAS fits and eventually in systematic errors in the retrieved slant 
columns due to spectral shape mismatch between reference data and atmospheric 
spectra. Good knowledge of the instrumental slit function is also a key parameter for 
the calculation of the undersampling cross-sections [Chance, 1998]. 

For these reasons, optimisation of both wavelength calibration and slit function 
characterisation are a standard pre-processing step of the BIRA-IASB DOAS 
evaluation procedure. Note that our baseline for wavelength alignment is to use the 
sun spectrum as the wavelength reference. Shift and squeeze parameters are 
subsequently applied to each earthshine wavelength grid until best match with sun 
spectrum. For each processed orbit, the SCIAMACHY mean-sun irradiance spectrum 
is re-calibrated in wavelength using a non-linear least-squares (NLLS) fitting method 
similar in concept to the one described in Caspar and Chance [1997].  Using the 
solar Fraunhoffer lines as a reference to infer wavelength shift and resolution 
information, the SCIAMACHY sun spectrum is closely adjusted to a highly accurate 
solar atlas [Chance and Spurr, 1997] dynamically convolved to SCIAMACHY 
resolution. The procedure allows a determination of both the wavelength registration 
and the width of the (Gaussian) slit function with an accuracy in the range of 
respectively 0.003 nm and 0.02 nm. Typical results of this analysis applied to channel 
2b of SCIAMACHY in the wavelength interval 320-360 nm are displayed in Figure 2 
and Figure 3.  

Wavelength calibration and slit function parameters derived from this procedure are 
used to accurately align absorption cross-sections with respect to SCIAMACHY 
spectra, and to convolve relevant cross-section data sets. The same information is 
also used to generate Ring cross-sections [Chance and Spurr, 1997 ; Vountas, 1998] 
as well as undersampling correction spectra [Chance, 1998] optimally adjusted to the 
SCIAMACHY spectral characteristics. 
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Figure 2: Shift error on the initial (Level 1c) wavelength grid of a SCIAMACHY sun spectrum as 
derived using the Windoas NLLS wavelength calibration procedure (see text). Optimised 
wavelength grid is obtained after correction of the initial wavelength grid by the polynomial 
curve (solid blue line). 

 

Figure 3: Wavelength dependency of SCIAMACHY instrumental linewidth in channel 2b, 
determined by NLLS fit to the Chance and Spurr [1997] solar atlas for solar irradiance (blue 
dots) and earthshine radiance (red triangles) measurements. The line-shape of the SCIAMACHY 
slit function is assumed to be a Gauss function.  
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2.3 BrO slant column retrieval 

Following optimisation of BrO slant column retrieval settings for the GOME 
instrument as well as from the ground, it has been commonly agreed that the most 
reliable interval for BrO fitting is approximately from 345 to 359 nm [see e.g. Richter 
et al., 1998 , 2002 ; Wagner and Platt, 1998 ; Chance, 1998 ; Aliwell et al., 2002]. 
Unfortunately the simple transfer of the GOME BrO settings to SCIAMACHY spectra 
has been found unsuccessful. The main reason for this is the presence of a strong 
Wood's anomaly centered ate 350 nm in the middle of channel 2b of SCIAMACHY. 
This anomaly is accompanied by large polarization-induced features which are 
illustrated in Figure 4. In addition the signal to noise ratio of the measured spectra is 
reduced in the same region due to anomalously low grating efficiency.  

 

 

Figure 4: Polarization sensivity vectors in SCIAMACHY channel 2b, as extracted from the key 
data. The wavelength interval used for BrO retrieval from GOME is precisely located in the 
middle of a strong anomaly of the polarization response of the instrument. 

 

Despite the polarization correction applied within the Level 0-1 process, polarization 
structures persist in the radiometrically calibrated SCIAMACHY radiances and these 
structures strongly interfere with the BrO differential absorption features leading to 
strong bias on the retrieved slant columns. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 (left panels). In order to overcome this problem, the only workable option 
has been to adopt an alternative fitting interval for SCIAMACHY, in a region where 
the polarization response is free from high frequency structures. A best compromise 
has been found in the 336-347 nm region and this interval therefore has been 
selected as a baseline for SCIAMACHY nadir BrO processing. The resulting 
improvement in both fit quality and slant column stability is illustrated in the right 
panels of Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. A more comprehensive analysis of the 
consistency between GOME and SCIAMACHY retrievals is presented in section 4.1. 
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Figure 5: Example of BrO slant column fit result obtained from SCIAMACHY nadir spectra on 
11 August 2002, 9h10’25’’, 76° SZA. Residuals in the GOME ftting window are dominated by 
large oscillations due inaccurate polarization correction of the Level 1 data.  

 
 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of BrO slant columns retrieved from GOME and SCIAMACHY for two 
coincident orbits, in the GOME fitting interval (344.7-359 nm, left panel) and in the interval 
selected for SCIAMACHY (336-347 nm, right panel) 

2.3.1 Choice of a BrO absorption cross-section 
Two data sets of BrO absorption cross-sections have been evaluated for use in 
SCIAMACHY retrieval : the ones from Wahner et al. [1988] and those from Wilmouth 
et al. [1999]. Note that the temperature dependence of the BrO cross-sections is not 
treated explicitly in our retrieval algorithm, and therefore only one temperature 
component has been considered here (228°K).  
In the GOME BrO fitting interval (344.7-359 nm) both cross-sections are known to be 
mutually consistent, however the Wilmouth data are generally adopted for GOME 
processing because of their relatively high resolution (0.15 nm), which matches the 
resolution of the GOME instrument (0.17 nm in channel 2b). In contrast, in the 
SCIAMACHY interval (336-347 nm), larger differences of the order of 20% have been 
found suggesting wavelength-dependent discrepancies between both data sets. The 
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consistency of the Wahner et al. and the Wilmouth et al. BrO cross-sections has 
been further tested by comparing GOME evaluations performed in both GOME and 
SCIAMACHY fitting intervals (see Figure 7). We find that the retrieved BrO columns 
show best consistency in both wavelength regions when the Wahner et al. data set is 
used. For this reason, the Wahner et al. data set has been selected for SCIAMACHY 
BrO processing at BIRA-IASB. The potential of the more recent cross-section data 
set of Fleischmann et al. [2004] has not been investigated so far. 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of BrO slant columns retrieved from GOME in the 344.7-359 nm interval 
and in the 336-347 nm interval using either BrO cross-sections from Wahner et al. (a) or cross-
sections from Wilmouth et al. (b). 

2.3.2 SCIAMACHY BrO DOAS retrieval settings 
The settings adopted for SCIAMACHY BrO slant column retrieval are described in 
Table 1. 

 

Fitting interval:  336-347 nm 
Control spectrum : Daily equatorial earthshine radiance  
Molecular absorption cross-sections:  

BrO 228°K [Wahner et al., 1988] 
O3 223°K, 243°K [Bogumil et al., 1999] 
NO2 243°K [Bogumil et al., 1999] 
O4 [Greenblatt et al., 1990] 

Additional features:  
Closure polynomial order 2 
Ring treatment Cross-section calculated using SCIATRAN model 

[Vountas, 1998] 
Offset correction Slope (2 parameters) 
Wavelength calibration NLLS fit to Chance & Spurr atlas 

Table 1: Analysis settings used for SCIAMACHY BrO slant column fitting. 
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2.3.3 Equatorial offset normalisation 
Due to the unavailability of reliable SCIAMACHY solar spectra during the first year 
after launch, our baseline for slant column retrieval has been to use as control 
spectrum an earthshine radiance selected daily around equator. Further processing 
then follows according to GOME standard evaluations (see e.g. Richter et al., 1998). 
A mean slant column value is calculated around the equator (0°±5°) for each day and 
then subtracted to attenuate the noise due to SCIAMACHY radiances. Afterwards an 
offset correction is applied, assuming a constant equatorial BrO column of 5 x 1013 
molec/cm². 

2.4 BrO vertical column retrieval 

In the current stage of the SCIAMACHY algorithm, BrO vertical columns are derived 
using AMFs calculated under the assumption that the tropospheric BrO content is 
negligible (stratospheric profile).  The reference BrO profile used is a mid-latitude 
profile measured in June 1997 from Gap (Southern France) by the SAOZ-BrO 
instrument [Pundt et et al., 2002]. Pressure and temperature profiles are from the 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere [1976]. Calculations accounts for the solar zenith angle 
as well as the line-of-sight angles of the SCIAMACHY observation. Stratospheric 
AMFs do not depend critically on surface albedo, cloud cover or vertical distribution. 
The use of simple stratospheric (quasi-geometric) AMFs can lead to significant 
errors, in particular under polar spring conditions where large amounts of BrO can be 
emitted at the surface (see error budget). 

3 Error budget 
 

Retrieval uncertainty estimates for total vertical BrO columns have contributions from 
(1) errors affecting the slant column densities and (2) errors on the air mass factors. 
These error sources are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated.  

 

The errors on the slant column densities are induced by: 

  - spectral and radiometric calibration 

  - measurement noise 
  - spectral interferences involving molecular absorptions (O3, NO2, HCHO, 

    Ring effect), see e.g. section 4.1. 

 

The slant column density error accounting for all effects ranges from 20 to 30%. 

An uncertainty on the equatorial offset correction has also to be taken into account, 
and is lower than  2 x 1013 molec/cm². 
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At low and mid-latitudes, the AMF is well approached (error <5%) by a quasi-
geometric AMF. During polar spring “bromine explosion” events, the combined effect 
of high albedo and high tropospheric BrO amount leads to total BrO AMF uncertainty 
of about 30%.   
 

Compiling errors on the slant columns and the AMFs, the errors on the total BrO 
vertical column is estimated: 

 - 30%, for tropical and mid-latitudes 

 - 40%, for high latitudes during polar spring bromine emissions 
 
It has to be noticed that BrO vertical columns for high SZA (typically larger than 80°) 
have to be treated carefully, since the observations are mainly reflecting BrO 
absorption in the stratosphere (small sensitivity to tropospheric BrO) and that diurnal 
photochemical effects can substianlly affects the BrO amount values. 

4 Algorithm validation 

4.1 Comparisons with GOME BrO retrievals 

The consistency between GOME and SCIAMACHY BrO products has been 
investigated using the data in the period from July 2002 until June 2003 for which 
both instruments were operated simultaneously. In Figure 8, monthly averages of 
BrO vertical columns derived from both instruments over the Arctic from January until 
May 2003 are displayed. Although color plots show obvious differences related to the 
different sampling and spatial resolutions of GOME and SCIAMACHY, both 
instruments also show excellent consistency as to the way they capture the general 
features of polar spring BrO emissions. 
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Figure 8: Monthly averaged BrO vertical columns over the Northern Hemisphere, derived from 
GOME and SCIAMACHY between January and May 2003. GOME and SCIAMACHY capture 
polar spring emissions in a consistent way. 
 

A more refined comparison between SCIAMACHY and GOME BrO vertical columns 
retrievals is presented in Figure 9. Here, the relative differences (in %) between 
SCIAMACHY and GOME columns (averaged on the overall data sets from January 
to June 2003) are displayed at the global scale. Since both instruments have different 
spatial resolutions, comparisons have been made between GOME VCD and the 
average of the VCD values of the SCIAMACHY pixels falling into the corresponding 
GOME pixel.  

 

Figure 9: Relative difference (in %) between SCIAMACHY and GOME BrO total 
vertical columns, averaged on the January to June 2003 measurement period.  

 

Figure 9 reveals interesting features in the differences between SCIAMACHY and 
GOME BrO vertical column evaluations:   

− SCIAMACHY retrieval seems to overestimate BrO vertical columns over 
regions of high formaldehyde emissions. 

− SCIAMACHY BrO columns are underestimated over the Sahara desert and 
over most of the chain of mountains (e.g. Himalaya) 

− There seems to be an asymmetry between both hemispheres  
The origin of these discrepancies is currently not fully understood. The positive 
biases observed in polluted regions like eastern China or regions affected by 
biomass burning like Central Africa are clearly related to a problem of spectral 
interference involving formaldehyde absorption. In contrast the origin of the negative 
bias systematically observed above desertic regions is still largely unresolved. More 
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work is needed to better assess the overall consistency between GOME and 
SCIAMACHY BrO columns. 

4.2 Comparison with ground-based measurements 

BrO slant columns observations are regularly performed at various ground-based 
stations worldwide, most of them being part of the international Network for the 
Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC). These observations are generally 
conducted at twilight in conditions where the retrieved quantities provide high 
sensitivity to the stratospheric BrO column around 90 degrees of solar zenith angle. 
In contrast SCIAMACHY and GOME observations are representative of total BrO 
columns (stratosphere + troposphere) around noon. Since BrO is characterised by a 
strong diurnal cycle and its tropospheric content is significant not only in polar 
regions but likely also at mid-latitudes, the standard ground-based twilight 
observations cannot be easily converted to vertical columns adequate for satellite 
validation. Instead, ground-based measurement must be evaluated in a non-standard 
way in order to provide the needed noontime total columns. This represents a 
challenging task due to the typically low sensitivity of ground-based measurements at 
high sun and the strong diurnal variation of the stratospheric BrO.  

In Harestua (Southern Norway, 60°N), ground-based BrO vertical columns have 
been evaluated at the time of the satellite overpass using as Fraunhoffer reference a 
noon spectrum recorded in summer 2003 when BrO columns were at their lowest 
level [Van Roozendael et al. 2004]. Comparisons between these ground-based 
evaluations and coincident GOME and SCIAMACHY BrO VCDs are displayed in 
Figure 10, for the period from August 2002 until July 2003. Satellite data points are 
daily averages of all pixels falling within a radius of 200 km around the station. As 
can be seen, both seasonal and short-term fluctuations in the BrO VCDs are 
captured in the same way by all instruments including SCIAMACHY. 
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Figure 10: DOAS, GOME and SCIAMACHY BrO vertical columns derived above 
Harestua (60°N). 

 
More results of comparisons between SCIAMACHY BrO columns and ground-based 
total vertical columns estimates at both Harestua and Reunion-Island (22°S) stations 
will be available soon (Theys et al. ; Hendrick et al. manuscripts in preparation). 
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